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A B S T R A C T 
The concept of frequency gaps in phononic crystals is widely used in physics. The 
feasibility and efficiency of applying this principle in damping out seismic and mechanical 
induced vibrations in real scale of civil engineering constructions are presented in this 
article through the results obtained from numerical modeling and analysis of a concrete 
substratum embedding steel elements (pillars) coated in a polyvinyl chloride polymer 
(PVC). The first configuration having the elements fully embedded into the substrate 
resulted in two narrow band gaps at relatively high frequencies; and when only the 
metallic pillars are emerging from the substrate, the band gaps shift towards the low 
frequencies. The results are improved and show the existence of three band gaps at 
medium frequencies ranging from 80 to 200 m/s when both the pillars and the polymer 
are emerging from the foundation. Exploring other metal-polymer pairs of materials such 
as "steel-rubber", "steel-silicone"," lead-rubber" and "lead-silicone", shows that a range 
of band gaps has shifted again towards the lower frequencies which cover part of the 
seismic frequency domain. Further improvement is obtained by notching the ends of the 
substrate in order to widen and lower the band gaps especially for "metal-rubber" pairs. 
For the couple of materials "steel-silicone", the width of band gap is expanded as  the 
thickness of silicone layer is decreased from 10 to 5 and to 2.5 cm. These results show the 
potential of using periodic networks to mitigate seismic and mechanical vibration effects 
on large scale structures and components. 
1 Introduction 
The loss of lives and collapse of buildings caused by severe earthquakes have motivated researchers to develop different 
techniques and measures to mitigate the structural and non structural damage.  Different conventional seismic isolators 
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systems for civil engineering structures have been introduced a long time ago, and continue to be improved in many aspects 
[1-9].  
New approaches such as the one proposed by Li et al.[10] provides an efficient method to construct a negative stiffness 
vibration isolator for practical use for components. 
The researchers present a negative stiffness magnetic suspension vibration isolator (NSMSVI) using a magnetic spring 
in combination with rubber membranes. They have shown that a magnetic spring acts in repulsion with positive stiffness, 
whereas the negative stiffness is achieved by the rubber membrane. The isolator could obtain low natural frequency as the 
positive stiffness is partly counteracted by negative stiffness. They have shown also that the vibration isolation performance 
of a passive vibration isolator in low input frequencies is considerably improved by reducing its natural frequency. 
Recently, an innovative approach based on periodical networks has been proposed by several researchers. In fact, the 
phenomenon of band gaps which was previously confined only to solid state physics and semiconductors has been extended 
to other vibration phenomena.   In the latter extensive research works has been conducted by different authors [11-17] and 
have demonstrated the existence of forbidden frequency bands which prevent the propagation of certain acoustic frequencies 
and therefore can be used as filters in communication systems and as acoustic isolators for resonant sensors such as 
gyroscopes. 
The study of acoustic and elastic wave propagation in phononic crystals has been receiving great interest recently. Hsiao 
et al. and Pennec et al. [18-19]  have studied phononic crystals which are inhomogeneous elastic media composed of one, 
two, or three dimensional periodic arrays of inclusions embedded in a matrix. 
Some authors [20-22] have concluded that phononic band gaps (PBGs) can be used to realize fundamental functionalities 
such as mirroring, guiding, entrapment, and filtering of acoustic/elastic waves by creating defects in the phononic cristals 
(PC) structures; they have also concluded that these structures have a high potential use as energy loss reduction in 
micromechanical resonators at high frequency regime. 
Using the same concept of frequency band gaps in periodic materials, some researchers [23-25] proposed some 
innovative insulating phononic networks capable to mitigate structural damage of buildings subjected to earthquake or 
mechanical vibrations.  
Elastic waves exist over a very wide range of frequencies; they range from Hz in the case of seismic waves to GHz for 
telecommunication networks. 
However, to obtain band gaps due only to the Bragg diffraction in the field of civil engineering is a challenging task 
because of the very low frequency range of the structures and the length of seismic waves which would require very large 
dimensions of periodic structures acting as isolators in order to be efficient. Several attempts have been made by several 
researchers to overcome this obstacle. In this context, some researchers [26-30] examined the potential of the local resonance 
phenomenon using semi-infinite substrates on which were put up cylindrical pillars. They concluded that some dispersion 
came from resonance of local vibration modes. Recently, more research works were conducted on concrete foundations and 
buildings containing phononic networks.  The Results of numerical simulation conducted by these authors [24] show that 
periodic foundations have a great potential in future application in seismic isolation.  
A foundation block of a small scale model of a building made of alternated rubber layers has been studied by Xiang et 
al. [12]. The authors have shown experimentally that for this particular case a range of seismic frequencies could be totally 
blocked or deflected.  
Thin slabs with step resonators have been used to demonstrate that simultaneous effect of the local resonance phenomena 
and Bragg diffraction led to low frequency band gaps. Hsu [25] has also confirmed that by varying   the geometric parameters,   
these band gaps could be extended. 
In a very recent work conducted by Wagner et al. [31] which investigated  the possibility of using metamaterials  in  
seismic isolation. The results show that using metamaterials can mitigate the seismic vibrations. 
From this perspective, this paper explores the possibilities to shift band gaps towards the range of the frequency content 
of seismic excitations and proposes an isolation base for an entire structure or part of it such as equipments, incorporating 
periodic arrays. The cell units of the base model are made of core cylinders coated with a polymer layer embedded in a 
concrete thin mat. The material characteristics of both the inner core cylinder and the coating layer are varied using 
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characteristics of real materials. The geometric characteristics of the cell unit parameters are also varied and combined with 
those of the mechanical characteristics in order to have a better insight of the effect of each parameter that contributes to 
wider the band gaps and to lower their central frequency to the range of interest. 
This paper presents first the design of the model with some modelling and simulation considerations of the different 
materials then the analysis and results. 
2 Model design and simulation  
The model is a square concrete mat having a thickness "t" relatively small compared to its in plan dimensions. The mat 
is inlaid with columns (pillars) of circular sections coated by different materials in the embedded parts. The inner cylinders 
of the first basic sample are made of steel; and surrounded by a PVC layer as shown in Fig. 1(a). The basic unit in Fig. 1(b) 
is square having a dimension "a" representing the main dimension of the unit cell of the periodic array.  PVC and steel 
columns have relative radius and relative heights (r1/a; h1/a) and (r2/a; h2/a) respectively. Different samples are derived 
where the steel is replaced by lead while the PVC is replaced by rubber and then by silicone. However, in the first time, the 
influence of the pillars height has been considered using two cases:  the core and polymer have the same height as the substrate 
h1=h2=h=t (Fig. 1(c)) and steel pillars emerge from the substrate of concrete (h1=t and h2/a=0.5) as shown in Fig. 2(a).  
In the second time, we consider metal core and polymer having the same relative height (h1/a= h2/a =0.5) as illustrated 
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).  
 
Fig. 1 – Solid concrete with a periodic network consisting of steel cylinders surrounded by a layer of PVC. (a) Model of 
structure is assumed to be infinite in both directions x and y. (b) Basic model in third phase (before notching) [32].       
(c) Basic model in first phase (h1=h2=t)  
However, four phases are considered. in the first one, the core and polymer have the same height as the substrate, 
h1=h2=h=t (Fig. 2(a)). In the second phase, only steel emerge from the substrate of concrete, h1=t and h2/a=0.5 (Fig.2(b)). In 
the third phase, steel and coated pillars emerge with the same height from the substrate of concrete, h1/a= h2/a=0.5 (Fig.2(c)). 
In the fourth phase, notches are making at the corners of the basic unit as shown in Fig.2(d).   
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Different samples are derived in third and fourth phases, where the steel is replaced by lead while the PVC is replaced 
by rubber and then by silicone [32].  
The various models have been numerically studied using the finite element method (FEM). The mechanical properties 
of the different materials used in this study (density ρ, Longitudinal elastic modulus E, Poisson's ratio ν and elasticity 
coefficients C11, C12, and C44) are given in Table 1. 
The dimensions of the structure are assumed infinite in both directions X and Y. The simulations focus on the primary 
base cell by applying the limit conditions Bloch-Floquet at the cell boundaries [32]. The mechanical displacements can be 
deduced for any nodes on the boundary with Bloch-Floquet theorem using Equations (1)-(3). 
Table 1 - Material characteristics 
 Density ρ (kg/m3) E (GPa) ν C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C44 (GPa) 
Concrete 2400 30 0.3 40.38 17.3057 11.538 
Steel 7870 209 0.3 281.35 120.578 80.385 
Lead 11350 16.7 0.44 54.12 42.5228 5.7986 
PVC 1400 0.35 0.3 0.47 0.2014 0.1346 
Rubber 950 0.1 0.45 0.379 0.3101 0.03448 
Silicone 1300 0.000137 0.463 0.000679 0.000585 0.0000468 
.  
Fig. 2 – Basic models consist of concrete substrate with  steel cylinders  surrounded by a layer of PVC in all phases. (a) 
First phase (h1=h2=t).  (b) Second phase (h1=t and h2/a =0.5). (c)  Third phase (before notching). (d) Fourth phase (after 
notching). (e) The first irreductible Brillouin zone (triangle ΓXM) in reciprocal space. 
The periodicity of the structure and displacement allows the band of frequency gap to be investigated by studying one 
period, or unit cell. As result, the periodic boundary condition needs to be applied as illustrated by equation (1). For a square 
lattice, as shown in Fig. 2(d), the unit cell is hatched square.  
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The band of frequency gap of the system is obtained by solving for the Eigen frequencies of the system at different values 
of the Bloch wave vector k expressed as [kx, ky], which is defined in the reciprocal space and represents the excitation source 
of vibration and so represents different wave travelling directions. 
Due to high symmetry of the first Brillouin zone, to obtain the band of the frequency gap for waves travelling in all 
directions ([0° , 360°]), it is sufficient to calculate only along the boundary of the first irreductible Brillouin zone, which is 
the triangle in Fig. 2(d). The triangle is denoted by ΓXM letters. This boundary can cover waves travelling directions of θ є 
(0°, 45°); θ is the angle formed by ΓX and ΓM [33]. 
For example, kx varies between (0,π/a) in ΓX direction (ky=0); ky varies between (0,π/a) in XM direction (kx=π/a) and 
both kx, ky varie between (π/a,0) in MΓ direction. 
 (( ( * )))( , , ) ( , , ) i a kxi iu x a y z u x y z e+ = =   (1) 
A simple dynamic law is used to deduce harmonic wave equation, which is given by: 
 2 i ij ijF u T X= − = ∂ ∂ρω  (2) 
Where ρ is the density of material, ω is the angular frequency, ui is the displacement in i direction. 
The stress tensor Tij can be related to strain Skl by Hooke's Law and: 
 ij ijkl kjT C S= ×  (3) 
Where Cijkl is the stiffness constant using Einstein summation convention for repeated indices. 
 The tensor of stresses and deformations can be written in Hooke law with α, β coefficients. 
 T C S= ×α αβ β   (4) 
For an isotropic material, the elasticity matrix Cαβ is equal to:   
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 Note in equations 6, 7, 8 that the coefficients C11, C12, and C44 are expressed in terms of the elasticity modulus E and 
Poisson's ratio ν or Lame coefficients μ and λ. 
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Z axis is normal to the surface and parallel to cylindrical axis. The 3D model is meshed (Fig. 2(c)) into solid elements 
and solved using the finite element method (FEM) software COMSOL Multiphysics. The problem is solved using Eigen 
frequency and partial differential equation (PDE). The variation of wave vector in the first Brillouin Zone and the value of 
Eigen frequency for the first 20 harmonics are used to represent a dispersion band. For each natural frequency, the 
corresponding eigenvector can be calculated to show the spatial distribution and deformations of that mode, then the 
frequency dispersion curves as a function of the wave vectors k can be plotted in ΓX, XM and MΓ directions or MΓ, ΓX and 
XM directions. 
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3 Results and Discussion 
In order to evaluate the effect of the pillars, we first calculate the band diagram of the model represented in Fig. 1(c) 
which corresponds to the specimen where the pillars of core and polymer do not emerge from a foundation of concrete 
(h1=h2=h=t). The reduced frequency dispersion curves f.a (m/s) in terms of the reduced wave propagation factor k/a in half 
of the first Brillouin zone for this phase (material couple "steel-rubber") are shown in Fig. 3(a). Two very narrow band gaps 
appeared in relatively high frequencies. The relative widths of these band gaps are equal to 3.2% and 6.3%. 
 
Fig. 3 – Frequency dispersion curves corresponding to "steel-rubber" material couple. (a) Pillars of steel and rubber 
not emerged from substrate of concrete (r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.35; h1=h2=t); (Gaps between 155 - 160 m/s and  230 - 245 
m/s). (b) Only pillar of steel emerged from substrate of concrete (r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.35;  h1=t and h2/a=0.5); (Gaps 
between 35 - 40 m/s and  95 - 140 m/s) 
In the second phase, the case where only pillars of core emerge from the substrate of concrete (h1=t and h2/a=0.5) has 
been analysed. The results for the couple "steel-rubber" are illustrated in Fig. 3(b). A noticeable shift towards the low 
frequencies has been achieved together with an improvement in the relative widths of the band gap which have been widened 
to 13% and 38% for the first and the second band gap respectively. This is attributed to the resonance phenomenon that was 
highlighted by several researchers [21, 28, 35]. 
This resonance phenomenon can be illustrated on Fig. 4 where it can be seen that the three modes (A, B and C), localize 
energy in steel and polymer pillars. 
 
Fig. 4 – Locally resonance in cylinders steel for the first and second phases at A, B, C points. 
In order to improve further these band gaps, a third phase has been carried out by increasing the dimension h1. All pillars 
of metal core and polymer are emerged from the foundation of concrete. However, an optimization operation on the geometric 
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parameters of the model was made where all the relative geometric parameters of core and polymer cylinders (r1/a, r2/a, h1/a 
and h2/a) were varied (the dimension "a" is constant all time). It should be noted that this optimization operation is composed 
of four steps, in first time, r1/a, r2/a, h1/a are kept unchanged and only h2/a is varied. In second time, only h1/a is varied and 
r1/a, r2/a, h2/a are kept constant, etc. 
Fig. 5 is an example of one step of frequency dispersion curve where  r1/a, r2/a, h1/a were kept constant and varied the 
relative dimension h2/a. A medium gap appeared in the vicinity of 150 m/s. The radius and heights of metal and polymer 
were varied to achieve the best possible band gaps. For different pairs of materials, the relative dimensions r1/a and r2/a    are 
respectively equal to 0.45 and 0.35; h1/a and h2/a have the same value as h/a and equal to 0.50. 
 
Fig. 5 – Frequency dispersion curves; materials used: concrete "steel-rubber". (a) all geometric parameters are 
constant; r1/a is variable. (b) all geometric parameters are constant; h1/a is variable. 
 
Fig. 6 – Frequency dispersion curves (r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.35;  h1/a= h2/a=0.5). (a) Materials used: concrete with "steel-
pvc" (Gaps between 80 - 100 m/s, 150 - 350 m/s and 370 - 480m/s). (b) Materials used: concrete with "lead-pvc" (Gaps 
between 78 - 93 m/s, 150 - 350 m/s and 365 - 480m/s). 
The band diagram for the two material couples "steel-PVC" and "lead-PVC" having three distinct band gaps are 
illustrated in Fig. 5. First, the emergence of metal core and polymer cylinders with the same height, led to a significant larger 
band gaps compared to the cases of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) where both metal core and polymer doesn't emerge and only metal 
core emerge from substrate of concrete respectively. Secondly the effect of the difference of density of the metal core is not 
very significant (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)), even though replacing steel by lead has slightly lowered the first band gap. 
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It can be also noticed in Fig. 5(a) that a  relatively wide band gap ranges between 150 and 350 m/s while a third band is 
in the higher frequency range between 370 and 480 m/s; their relative widths are equal to 80% and 26%. A band gap at low 
frequency range appears between 80 and 100 m/s; its relative width is equal to 22.2%. The first band gap for the "lead-PVC" 
couple shown in Fig. 5(b) shifted towards a range between 78 and 93 m/s. This result is potentially attractive for civil 
engineering applications. Although the band gaps remain relatively high, the effect of contrast between materials can be used 
to adjust the band gaps. 
In general, increasing the density of the metal core tends to lower the frequencies of the band gaps and creating high 
contrast between the densities of the metal core and the polymer increases the width of the band gaps. As can be seen in Fig. 
5(b), the relative width of the band gaps increases by 5% for the third band, but it decreases by 25% for the first band when 
replacing the steel by lead. The second band gap is the same for both steel and lead.  
The contrast of the density and stiffness  between the materials used for the core and coating which is at the origin of the 
existence of these bands gap was underlined by many authors particularly Kushwaha et al. and Sigalas et al. [35, 36]. 
Taking advantage of this contrast effect an attempt is made to reach the seismic range of frequencies, by substituting the 
steel by lead and the PVC by rubber and then by silicone (Fig. 7). 
 
Fig. 7 – Effect of density contrast on the dispersion curves (r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.35; h1/a=0.5; h2/a=0.5) and parasite 
modes vibrations. (a) Materials used concrete with "steel-rubber" (Gaps between 50 - 63 m/s, 93 - 215  m/s and 262 - 
293 m/s).(b) Materials used concrete with "lead-rubber" (Gaps between 42 - 55 m/s, 82 - 212 m/s and 262 - 295 m/s). (c) 
Materials used concrete with "steel-silicone" (Gap between 3.6 - 8 m/s). (d) Materials used concrete with "lead-
silicone" (Gap between  3.5 - 8 m/s) 
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When replacing the PVC by rubber (Fig. 7(a)), the centres of the first and third band gaps corresponding to the steel core 
shifted from 90 to 56.5 m/s and from 425 to 278.5 m/s respectively. Those of lead core translated from 85.5 to 48.5 m/s and 
from 422.5 to 328.5 m/s  as  shown in Fig. 7(b).  
However, the use of silicone shows substantial drop of frequency band gaps because of its low elastic modulus. The 
influence of these parameters (density and elastic modulus) on the decrease of band gaps frequencies are also underlined by 
some authors especially Gaofeng et al. [34]. 
It should be noted that the band gaps corresponding to the steel as well as the lead core (Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)) become 
relatively similar even though that their characteristics in terms of elasticity and density are different; this can be attributed 
to the fact that the coating material (silicone) with very low elastic modulus turns out to be dominant at lower frequencies. 
When the propagation of the elastic waves is constrained to the plane (XOY) perpendicular to the  cylinders axes, then 
the elastic displacement vector u depends only on X and Y. On the basis of this hypothesis, the vibrations decoupled in 
modes of mixed polarization (or XY modes) and purely transverse modes (Z modes). The elastic displacement vector u for 
the XY modes is perpendicular to the cylinder axis ( )u oz⊥  while the Z modes ( u ) are parallel to the cylinders. 
 
Fig. 8 – (a) Frequency dispersion curves (r1/a=0.45; r2/a=0.35; h1/a= h2/a=0.5). Materials used: concrete with "steel-
rubber"; (b) Vibration modes of A, B, C, D points 
 we can clearly observe oscillations (points A and D) with displacements of the resonators parallel to the Z axis (Fig.8 
(b), point A) or in the XY plane (Fig.8 (b), point D) accompanied by a bending of the concrete substrate (XY mode). On the 
other hand, for the points B and C, the oscillations cause displacements of the resonators parallel to the axis Z (Fig.8 (b), 
point B) or in the plane XY (Fig.8 (b), point C) accompanied by plane deformations of the substrate concrete (XY mode). 
Note that these deformations or displacements appear in the resonators but also extend for certain modes to the concrete 
substrate. It can be also noted a field of displacement outside the cylinders which shows a certain interaction between the 
substrate and the resonators; this demonstrates that this low frequency band gap can be dependent on the geometrical 
parameters of the substrate. 
Fig. 9 summarizes the evolution of the first and third band gaps and their respective central frequencies with the material 
couples that have been used. 
For bands with high frequencies (HBF) represented in Fig. 7(b), the decrease of the central frequencies is insignificant 
when increasing the density and elastic modulus of the metal. However, in the low frequencies (LBF) represented in Fig. 
7(a), the central frequencies decrease significantly as the density and elasticity modulus of the metal increase. At very low 
frequencies, the two metals have practically the same behaviour when they are covered by silicone. Similarly, the quality 
factor shown in Fig. 8 presents the same trend. 
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Fig. 9 – Central frequencies at low and high bands 
Table 2 - Quality Factor f0/∆f (f0 is the central frequency and ∆f is the difference between the limits of the band gap). 
 
PVC Rubber Silicone 
LBF HBF LBF HBF LBF HBF 
f0/Δf (Steel) 4.5 3.86 4.35 8.95 1.32 --- 
f0/Δf (Lead) 5.7 3.72 3.73 8.44 1.3 --- 
 
The Table 2 presents the values of the quality factor f0/∆f calculated for all pairs of materials that have been used. As 
shown in Fig. 8(a), the quality factor for (LBF) decreases when using sequentially PVC, rubber or silicone regardless of the 
metal used. In the contrary, the quality factor for (HBF) is better with the use of the rubber rather than PVC (Fig. 8(b)). 
 
Fig. 10 – Quality Factors of Central frequencies at low (LBF) and high (HBF) bands. 
It should be noted that in Figs. 5 and 6, the 2nd and 3rd band gaps are separated by frequency borders that lay around 
350 and 230 m/s for PVC and rubber respectively. 
When considering the polarization of the upper bound frequency of the band gap for different pairs of materials, 
particularly the couples "steel-PVC" or "steel-rubber", it has been found that the vibration energy corresponding to these 
modes is concentrated at the corners of the concrete foundation as illustrated by circles in Figs. 6(a) and 8(a). These 
deformations correspond to k equal to 2.54 and 1.51 for Fig. 6(a) and 2.05 and 3 for Fig. 8(a). These modes have a high 
amplitudes at the corners of the unit where two opposite corners vibrate in phase and the two others vibrate out of phase [32]. 
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To prevent these vibration modes, a new unit cell has been created by making notches at corners of the concrete foundation 
as shown in Fig. 2(d).  
However, it is useful to specify that these modes of vibration are not necessarily dangerous for the structure; but the fact 
that they are concentrated at the corners of the cell unit, it suggests to explore the effect of notching the ends. 
As reported in recent study [32] that making notches at corners of the concrete substrate (phase 4)  shifted the band gaps 
towards lower frequencies for most couples of materials. 
The frequency dispersion curves of the notched model (phase 4) in comparison with model before notching (phase 3) are 
plotted in Fig. 11. Two different effects can be noticed. For the "steel-pvc" couple, the width of the band gaps have been 
reduced and shifted towards lower frequencies (Figs. 11(a) and 11(b)). However, the third band gap of the "steel-rubber" 
couple gained about 30% in width and shifted towards lower frequencies (Figs. 11(c) and 11(d)). The first and the second 
band gap particularly for the couple "steel-rubber" did not change.  
 
Fig. 11– Frequency dispersion curves of the notched models. (a) "steel-pvc" couple (phase 3), (b) "steel-pvc" couple  
(phase 4). (c) "steel-rubber" couple (phase 3), (d) "steel-rubber" (phase 4) 
Considering the above results, in terms of width of band gaps and the corresponding central frequencies, if a dimension 
"a" of the concrete foundation equal to 1 meter, so it's would generate band gaps between 3.5 and 100 Hz for different material 
couples. These frequencies ranges can be potentially suitable for some practical solutions to isolate the propagation of seismic 
vibrations or vibrations from industrial equipments. 
Moreover, it is important to note that the dispersion curves have, in the ΓX direction of the Brillouin zone, three low 
frequency branches characteristic of Lamb modes for a homogeneous plate.  
We clearly distinguish the modes A0, SH and S0, antisymmetrical, transverse horizontal and symmetrical respectively, 
characterized by the branches 1, 2 and 3. 
This is to confirm that the appearance of a phononic band gap is the direct consequence of coupling in the band structure 
between Lamb modes and localized modes. 
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Fig. 12– Lamb's modes in a first direction of Brillouin's irreducible zone  
To investigate the effect of the thickness ratio t/a, four values  equal to 0.10, 0.30, 0.50 and 0.90 are considered. For all 
these values, the emergence of the cylinders is maintained constant. The Figure 13 illustrates the evolution of the structure 
of the dispersion curves of the eigen frequencies as a function of the relative thickness of the concrete substrate. 
 
Fig. 13– Frequency  dispersion curves (r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.35;  h1/a= h2/a=0.5) when relative thickness of concrete 
substrate  t/a is variable and equal to 0.10, 0.30, 0.50 and 0.90; Materials used: concrete with "steel-rubber" 
Fig. 13 shows the existence of Lamb modes through branches 1, 2 and 3, even when the relative thickness of the concrete 
substrate becomes important and approaches the unity. It can be also seen on this figure that the lowest dispersion curves and 
the first band gap are moving towards the higher frequencies as the thickness of the substrate increases. Similarly, the 
branches 1, 2 and 3 corresponding to the Lamb modes evolve rather slowly upwards (branch 3 more quickly than the other 
two). This slow evolution contributes to the preservation of the first band gap; even if the width of the latter becomes smaller 
and smaller while shifting towards the high frequencies. On the other hand, when one looks closely at the evolution of the 
branch 5, it could be noticed clearly also that the bending of the latter is  more important for large values of the relative 
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thickness. This bending causes the two branches 4 and 5 to get closer together, while narrowing the width of the second gap 
band, until it disappears completely when the relative thickness reaches the value 0.9. This result has been pointed out by 
some researchers [32, 38] who consider that, as a general rule, the increase in the relative thickness of the substrate leads to 
a reduction in the cut off frequencies of the higher order modes of the substrate, thus causing the closure band gaps of low 
frequencies. 
However, when the relative thickness of the concrete substrate is varied, the height of the emergent portion of the 
cylinders inevitably changes, which may be similar to a simultaneous variation in the thickness of the concrete substrate and 
the height of the resonators.  Therefore, this time we will fix the relative thickness of the concrete substrate at 0.10 and we 
will take the relative height of the steel and rubber rolls equal to 0.25, 0.35, 0.50 and 0.75. Figure 14 shows the frequency 
dispersion curves as a function of the wave vector in the ΓX direction. 
It can be noted on this figure that the existence, the position and the width of the first band gap (band in yellow color) 
show an obvious dependence of the height of the resonators. The increase of the latter causes a shift of the band gap towards 
the low frequencies and expand it. The improvement of the band gap is such that the relative widths increase gradually from 
2%, 10%, 23% to 33%, when the relative heights are equal to 0.25, 0.35, 0.50 and 0.75 respectively. 
 
Fig. 14– Frequency  dispersion curves (r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.35; t/a=0.10) when relative height  h/a of resonators is 
variable and equal to 0.25, 0.35, 0.50 and 0.75;  Materials used: concrete with "steel-rubber" 
Figures ( 14 (a) to 14 (d)) show that the lower bound of this band gap is limited  by the branch 2 which represents the 
horizontal shear mode (SH) of Lamb. Indeed, the increase of the relative height h/a is at the origin of the increasingly important 
bending of the branch 2, which is in fact responsible for the opening of the band gap and its sliding towards the low 
frequencies. Therefore, in the light of these results and in view of the distribution of the displacement fields between the 
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resonators and the concrete substrate, it can be deduced that the existence of the low frequency band gaps is not related 
exclusively to the resonance phenomenon, but also to the movement and bending of the characteristic branches of the Lamb 
modes of a homogeneous plate. This conclusion has also been advanced by several authors [19,39]. It can be deduced from 
the figures 13 and 14 that the two geometrical parameters t and h are antagonistic, so that a good choice of the pair of values 
(t, h) must be made in order to have an acceptable band gap width. 
 
Fig. 15– (a) Frequency  dispersion curves (phase 4);  Materials used: concrete  with "steel-silicone"; (b)Vibration 
modes at A, B, C, D, E, F points (1<f*a<4m/s); (c) Vibration modes at G, H, I points (f*a > 14m/s) 
After making notches at the corners of the concrete substrate [32], for the couple of materials "steel--silicone", the 
frequencies dispersion curves is presented in Fig. 15(a). By analyzing the different branches of this figure corresponding to 
the low frequencies (frequencies lower than 4 m/s), we note that the vibrations are localized at the cylinders which 
corresponds to local resonance modes (points A, B and C ) as shown in Figure 15(b). The branches relating to the frequencies 
between 4 and 14 m/s correspond to vibration modes concentrated in the concrete substrate (Fig. 15(b), points D, E and F); 
these modes are modes of translation parallel to Y and Z (points D and F) or flexion (point E). In fact, this Lamb's mode A0 
(antisymmetric or "Flexural"), has a strong out of plane component, but also a small in the plane component; it can therefore 
strongly couple with localized modes in plane or with transverse localized modes. Also, it is noted that frequencies greater 
than 14 m/s generate concentrated vibration modes in the polymer layer only as illustrated in Figure 15(c). 
It is recalled in this model that the relative radius of the steel core and the polymer (silicone) are r2/a = 0.35 and r1/a = 
0.45 respectively which gives us a silicone thickness of 0.10 m. If we reduce the thickness of the silicone layer to 5 cm, we 
obtain frequencies of dispersion curve represented in Fig. 16(b) in comparison with that obtained before notching (Fig. 16(a)). 
A very interesting result obtained by the decrease of thickness of the silicone from 10 to 5 cm, is illustrated in Figure 16 
which shows two band gaps between 3.8 and 8 m/s for the initial model before notching (phase 3) and 11 m/s for the model 
after notching (phase 4). The width of the band gap passes from 4.2 to 7 m/s; a gain in width is evaluated about 67%.  
Further reduction of the thickness of the silicone layer to 2.5 cm led to frequency dispersion curves characterized by a 
shift of the frequency branches above 8 m/s towards the high frequencies as shown on Fig. 17. Nevertheless an important 
gain in the width of a band gap between 5.5 and 14 m/s is obtained at a relatively higher frequency center which rises from 
5.9 to 9.75 m/s; a gain in width is evaluated about 100%. 
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Fig. 16– Frequency  dispersion curves Materials used: concrete  with "steel-rubber" (a) Basic model (phase 3, 
r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.35; h1=h2=0.50); (b) Basic model after notching (phase 4, r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.40; h1=h2=0.50);   
 
Fig. 17– Frequency dispersion curves Materials used: concrete with "steel-rubber" (a) Basic model (phase 3, r1/a=0.45;  
r2/a=0.35; h1=h2=0.50); (b) Basic model after notching (phase 4, r1/a=0.45;  r2/a=0.425; h1=h2=0.50)  
4 Conclusion 
The concept of periodic networks did gain a strong foothold in many fields of practical applications in engineering. 
Because of the very low frequency range of seismic vibration, the use of this technique to mitigate the effect of earthquake 
vibrations is still a challenging task. In this context, a feasibility study is undertaken to investigate the efficiency in creating 
band gaps at low frequencies using common construction materials. Concrete blocks inlaid with steel or lead pillars coated 
in PVC, rubber or silicone in different configurations has been used as an isolation system. Band gaps at medium and low 
frequencies have been achieved for some combination of materials. The difference of density and elasticity of metal core is 
not very significant when we replace steel by lead. Some of these band gaps have been widened (for rubber) and translated 
towards low frequencies (for pvc and rubber) by notching the corners of the basic models with these polymers coating. In the 
ΓX direction, all the dispersion curves show three characteristic branches of the Lamb modes even when the relative thickness 
of the concrete substrate becomes large and approaches the unity. The analysis of the frequency dispersion curves as a 
function of the thickness of the concrete and the height of the metal and polymer cylinders, has shown that the existence of 
band gaps at low frequencies and their opening, are generated by the displacement and curvature of the branches representing 
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the Lamb modes, particularly the branches 2 and 3 corresponding to the horizontal shear mode (SH) and the symmetrical 
mode (S0).  It can be also deduced that the two geometrical parameters t and h are antagonistic, so that a good choice of the 
pair of values (t, h) must be made in order to have an acceptable band gap width.   The frequency range and the width of the 
obtained band gaps can be suitable for mitigating seismic and industrial induced vibrations in civil engineering structures. 
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